TO EXAMINE THE WAYS IN WHICH UNDERREPRESENTED STUDENTS FACE MICROAGGRESSIONS AT THE UNIVERSITY BY TRACING COMMON THEMES AND LOCATIONS

TO UNDERSTAND AND MAP THE CURRENT RESOURCES ON CAMPUS THAT ARE OF USE TO UNDERREPRESENTED STUDENTS, AND TO MEASURE THEIR OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS

TO COMPILE A LIST OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADMINISTRATORS AND FACULTY BASED ON OUR STUDY RESULTS

TO PARTICIPATE, PLEASE EMAIL US AT UC.RPWG@GMAIL.COM

THE FOCUS GROUPS ARE INTENDED TO ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES:

- To examine the ways in which underrepresented students face microaggressions at the university by tracing common themes and locations.
- To understand and map the current resources on campus that are of use to underrepresented students, and to measure their overall effectiveness.
- To compile a list of observations and recommendations for administrators and faculty based on our study results.

THE RACE AND PEDAGOGY WORKING GROUP WOULD LIKE TO INVITE ALL STUDENTS (GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE) WHO IDENTIFY AS UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITIES IN ACADEMIA TO PARTICIPATE IN OUR MONTHLY FOCUS GROUPS.

THE RACE AND PEDAGOGY WORKING GROUP WOULD LIKE TO INVITE ALL STUDENTS (GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE) WHO IDENTIFY AS UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITIES IN ACADEMIA TO PARTICIPATE IN OUR MONTHLY FOCUS GROUPS.

CONNECT WITH US

FACEBOOK.COM/CSRPC

YOUTUBE.COM/CSRPCUOFC

TWITTER: @CSRPC

INSTAGRAM: @CSRPC

EVENTS CALENDAR

WINTER 2021

MON, JAN 25 | 5:00-6:15PM
HUMAN RIGHTS BOOK SALON | JANE DAILEY: "WHITE FRIGHT: THE SEXUAL PANIC AT THE HEART OF AMERICA'S RACIST HISTORY"
HOSTED BY CO-OP, CSRPC & POZEN

FRI, JAN 29 | 3:00-4:00PM
#MORETHANDIVERSITY SERIES: GLOBAL BLACK STUDIES WITH TED GORDON AND JAFARI ALLEN
HOSTED BY #MORETHANDIVERSITY & CSRPC

TUE, FEB 2 | 6:00-7:00PM
HALFWAY HOME: RACE, PUNISHMENT, AND THE AFTERLIFE OF MASS INCARCERATION
HOSTED BY SSA, CSRPC & POZEN

FRI, FEB 17 | 12:00-1:30PM
2021 ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE VIRTUAL WELCOME EVENT + ARTIST TALK
HOSTED BY APL & CSRPC

THU, FEB 18 | 4:00-5:00 PM
MASS INCARCERATION WORKING GROUP PRESENTS, RISING UP FOR THEIR LIVES: PRISON ORGANIZING FROM ATTICA TO CLOSING RIKERS
HOSTED BY MIWG & CSRPC

REPRODUCTION OF RACE AND RACIAL IDEOLOGIES WORKSHOP

THURS, JAN 14 | 5:00-6:30PM
PAUL CATO | PHD CANDIDATE, COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL THOUGHT, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO | "ACTIVE LOVE IN THE 20TH CENTURY"

THURS, JAN 28 | 3:00-4:30PM
LASHAYA HOWIE | PHD CANDIDATE, ANTHROPOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO | "THE BODY IN FUNERAL PRACTICE"

THURS, FEB 11 | 5:30-7:00PM
PROFESSOR NATASHA LIGHTFOOT | HISTORY, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY | "FUGITIVE COSMOPOLITANS: MOBILITY, IMPERIAL SUBJECTHOOD, AND ROUTES TO FREEDOM IN THE 19TH-CENTURY COLONIAL CARIBBEAN"

THURS, FEB 25 | 5:00-6:30PM
DURRELL WASHINGTON SR. | PHD STUDENT, SSA, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO | "ACHIEVING JUVENILE JUSTICE THROUGH ABOLITION: A CRITICAL REVIEW OF SOCIAL WORK'S ROLE IN SHAPING THE JUVENILE LEGAL SYSTEM TODAY AND STEPS TO ACHIEVING AN ANTI-RACIST FUTURE"

THURS, MARCH 11 | 5:00-6:30PM
JACK CHELGREN | PHD STUDENT, ENGLISH, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO | "THE WAY THEY HOUSE US': HOUSING STRUGGLES, FREE JAZZ, AND TIME TRAVEL IN MOOR MOTHER'S CIRCUIT CITY"
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EVENTS CALENDAR
WINTER 2021

TUE, FEB 26 | 1:00-2:00 PM
OMSA HERITAGE SERIES PRESENTS:
ADRIENNE MARIE BROWN
HOSTED BY OMSA & CSRPC

FRI, FEB 26 | 3:00-4:00 PM
#MORETHANDIVERSITY SERIES:
INDIGENOUS STUDIES WITH KIM TALLBEAR AND CLINT CARROLL
HOSTED BY #MORETHANDIVERSITY & CSRPC

WED, MAR 3 | 5:00-6:00 PM
NO ORDINARY MAN EVENT
HOSTED BY CSGS & CSRPC

THU, MAR 4-6 | 8:30-1:00PM
THE ANNUAL SOUTH ASIA GRADUATE STUDENT CONFERENCE @ THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
HOSTED BY SAGSC & CSRPC

FRI, MAR 5 | 3:00-4:00PM
#MORETHANDIVERSITY SERIES:
BLACK STUDIES @ HBCU WITH BEVERLY GUY-SHEFTALL AND JOSHUA MYERS
HOSTED BY #MORETHANDIVERSITY & CSRPC

TUE, MAR 9 | 1:00-2:00PM
MARIAME KABA: CHICAGO REPARATIONS AND THE FIGHT FOR AN ABOLITIONIST FUTURE
HOSTED BY POZEN & CSRPC

FRI, MAR 12 | 3:00-4:00PM
#MORETHANDIVERSITY SERIES:
CENTER AND DEPARTMENT RELATIONS WITH TRICIA ROSE AND FARAH JASMINE GRIFFIN
HOSTED BY #MORETHANDIVERSITY & CSRPC

THU, MAR 18 | 6:30-8:00PM
WILLIAM GREAVES: FILMMAKING AS MISSION
HOSTED BY CO-OP & CSRPC

FRI, MAR 19 | 3:00-4:00PM
#MORETHANDIVERSITY SERIES: ASIAN DIASPORA WITH VICTOR BASCARA AND NITASHA SHARMA
HOSTED BY #MORETHANDIVERSITY & CSRPC

INCLUSIVE PEDAGOGY IN LINGUISTIC SERIES

LINGUISTIC WORKING SESSIONS
TUE, JAN 19 | 4:20-5:50PM
TOPIC: INTRO SESSION (GOALS, INTRO TO WIKI REPOSITORY PROJECT, FORMING INTEREST GROUPS)

FRI, FEB 12 | 2:00-3:20PM
TOPIC: WORKING SESSION DISCUSSING RACIAL AND INDIGENOUS INCLUSION

THU, FEB 18 | 4:20-5:50PM
(TENTATIVE) TOPIC: WORKING SESSION DISCUSSING RACIAL AND INDIGENOUS INCLUSION

THU, MAR 4 | 4:20-5:50PM
TOPIC: WORKING SESSION DISCUSSING DEAFNESS AND DISABILITY INCLUSIONS

THU, MAR 11 | 4:00-5:20PM
PANEL DISCUSSION WITH INVITED PRESENTERS ON LINGUISTICS, PEDAGOGY, AND INCLUSION

INVITED PRESENTERS SESSIONS
FRI, FEB 5 | 2:00-3:20PM
PRESENTER: KENDRA CALHOUN
TOPIC: RACIAL INCLUSION

THU, FEB 11 | 4:20-5:50PM
PRESENTER: WESLEY LEONARD
TOPIC: INDIGENOUS INCLUSION

FRI, FEB 26 | 2:00-3:20PM
PRESENTER: JULIE HOCHGESANG
TOPIC: DEAF INCLUSION

FRI, MAR 5 | 2:00-3:20PM
PRESENTER: KIRBY CONROD
TOPIC: LGBTQ+ INCLUSION
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Slavery and Visual Culture Working Group
TUE, JAN 19 | 4:00-5:30 PM
THEORIZING THE AFTERLIVES OF SLAVERY: A ROUNDTABLE

THU, FEB 18 | 12:00-1:30PM
SLAVERY & VISUAL CULTURE WORKING GROUP ON AFRICAN AMERICAN RESISTANCE IN THE CIVIL WAR SOUTH
HOSTED BY SLAVC & CSRPC

MAR, 18 | 12:00-1:30PM
FACULTY WORKSHOP WITH BRODWYN FISCHER (HISTORY, UCHICAGO)